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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is defined useful methods for searching interference in intercepted target. Based
on this searching is possible choose one of method with the best output and implement mobile
application for the analysis of shooting targets. Theoretical part describes general principle of analysis,
methods suitable for shooting targets analysis and specialises in their disadvantages and advantages.
Next part contains basic usage library OpenCV for operation system Android. User interface for
application is defined as next. This thesis includes algorithm gained interference from image of target.
Practical part mentions very important test of analysis focussed on speed and this outputs are
evaluated. In the final chapter is designed future possible improvements for shooting targets
application.
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2.3 Segmentace
Segmentace obrazu na objekty
z z





to zpravidla pravda. V
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na jasu. Jednou z obraze neboli Template Matching
Template Matching je metod vzory v obraze. Knihovna OpenCV v
byly s metodu CV_TM_SQDIFF,
Kde I je prohle , T x, y obraze a x,, y,
K
ch
kde , ta . Tyto body lze v
cvMinMaxLoc v .
,


























Imgproc.HoughCircles(test4, circles, Imgproc.CV_HOUGH_GRADIENT, 1, velikost_stred / 8, 60,
presnost, velikost_stred / 12, velikost_stred / 8);












Knihovnu OpenCV4 v roce 1999 jako open
source knihovnu pro i
5 licence
au o licenci. Knihovna Open
.










rametr na jednu barevnou
[0,255,0]. ( .
:
Mat test =   Imgcodecs.imread(cesta);
4 OpenCV. [online]. [cit. 2016-03- http://opencv.org/






code COLOR_BGR2RGB , COLOR_RGB2GRAY)
DstCn
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InRange je funkce, obraze a kontrolu u je
v , -li hodnota v ,
src
lowerb nota barev v
upperb
dst




















nalezena jen v , bude-
Ilustrace 12: funkce canny, detekce hran
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-U10 CPU: 1190Mhz x 4 RAM: 912MB OS: Android 4.3
-U00 CPU: 1190Mhz x 2 RAM: 410MB OS: Android 4.3
CPU: 1300Mhz x 4 RAM: 956MB OS: Android 5.0.2
4. tablet Lenovo  B6000 H CPU: 1209Mhz x 4 RAM: 968MB OS: Android 4.4.2
CPU: 1200Mhz x 8 RAM: 2048MB OS: Android 5.1.1
te
Test rychlosti (s)
Huawei G6-U10 13,4 13,3 12,2 12,8 12,3
Huawei Y530-U00 12,5 13,2 12,1 12,3 11,1
Lenovo A5000 13,3 12,9 13,4 12,5 11,3
Lenovo  B6000 H 13 12,7 12,3 11,9 11,3
Huawei Honor 4C 12,2 12,9 12,5 12,5 10,9
Tabulka 1: test rychlosti
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